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SUMMARY
Two-dimensional data for 2_ airfoil sections tested
in the 1.31- by 1.7_-foot high-speed tunnel at Guidonia,
Italy, are presented. The test Mach numbers ranged
from 0._0 to 0.9_ and the test Reynol_s n_mbers from 3_0,000
to 420,000. The results indicate that thickness ratio is
the dominating shape parameter at very high _ach numbers
and that important aerodynamic advantages are to be gained
by using the thinnest possible sections.
The results of preliminary tests made to investigate
the effects of Jet boundaries, Reynolds number, and
humidity at very high speeds are also presented. It was
found that the jet-boundary effects became very large at
high Mach numbers when models lar%e with respect to the
tunnel height were used. In the absence of suitable
correction factors for large models it was considered
essential to use models small enough to make the jet-
boundary effects negligible. It was indicated that the
data presented for the 2_ airfoils tested are essentially
free from jet-boundary and humidity effects.
j_
INTRODUCTI ON
The rapid increase in airplane speeds during
the past 5 years has greatly accentuated the need for
experimental data in the subsonic _ach number range
above 0. 7 . Experimental aerodynamic data in this speed
range, however, are still very scarce. There are two
principal reasons for the lack of _ata. First, the
experimenta_ equipment requir__._ain,,_ data at high
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speeds on models of significant size is extremely costly
to construct and operate. Second the problems of tech-
ni_ue involved in obta these sv)eeds are very
complex and are not ye stood. The tul:nel-
wall-effect phenomena occurring at very high Mach nu_:ibers
with the presence of shock waves become so complex that
there seems little hope at present of obtaining correc-
tions for these effects by analytical methods.
The principal purpose of this reoort is to present
aerodynamic data for 19 related airfoils and for 5
miscellaneous airfoils at Mach n_bers in the range 0.40
to 0.94 _ The data were obtained on models of 1.575-inch
and 1.9o5-inch chord in the 1.31- by 1.7_-foot high-speed
tunnel at Guidonia, Italy. Before the presentation of
the test results, a description is given of the equipment
used and the findings of preliminary tests made in an
a_tempt to develop a suitable testing technique and to
determine the isolated effects of sucll experimental varia-
bles as Reynolds nmn_er, ratio of the size of the model
to the size of the t_nnel, and humidity.
The results nresented herein reoresent the completed
hart of a broad _uigh-speed research nrogr_ at Guiconia
" ' " _ _-, _ o the war.whlcn _,_asi_te_1,,pt_d by
_ _T_T!. EFFECTS O__RE_'_OLDS_'_i'_ERu_'_., J B _NDaRIES, AND
_P_DSHI_,_IDITY IN TESTS OF AIRFOILS AT HIGH o
A systematic study of the effects of Reynolds n_nber,
air-stream boundaries, and !namidity at high speeds was
made prior to ti_e main part of the present investigation.
It is not certain, of course, that these are the only
factors affecting the results, but they are considered
the most important.
WIND TUNNEL
All the tests were made in tl±e high-speed tunnel at
Guidonia (reference i), a single-return tunnel that could
function at a pressure bclo_v atmospheric. The pressure
in th_ test section of the tunnel could be varied
from i.O atmosphere to 0.I atmosphere. The tunnel had a
L
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system of refrigeration by which the temperature at low
s_Jeeds could be held constant at as low a value as
15 ° Centigra@e. The temperature of the air as it left
the compressor was very variable, depending on the
velocity and the pressure of the jet.
The tunnel was oowered by a 3000-horsepower fourteen-
stage axial-flow comoressor, which could produce a
velocity ranging from 0.4 to 2. 9 times the speed of sound
when one minimum retangular section of the jet 1.31 by
1.714 feet in size was used. In tests at subsonic speeds
the test section of the jet was kept constant at these
dimensions.
The jet was enclosed between two straight, parallel
side walls, which were perpendicular to the axis of the
mode].. The jet was not restrained by top and bottom
walls. (See fig. i.) The effuser A-A was shaped in
such a way as to give a uniform flow at the plane a-a.
This uniform flow was attained in a series of preliminary
tests by increa _s no the length of the parallel-sided
effuser until satisfactory flow distribution was obtained.
The diffuser B-B was placed in a position to give uniform
flow and to eliminate the vibrations that tended to occur.
Vvith _the diffuser shape and location finally determined,
the velocity was constant along the plane b-b in the
test section of the tunnel even at the highest speeds.
By varying the position and the dimensions of the diffuser
a stable and uniform flow could be obtained even in the
Nach number range approaching and exceeding the speed of
sound (_lach numbers of 0. 9 to 1.2). The present test
program included measurements made at Mach numbers up
to 0.9_. Information on the shape and location of the
diffuser has been lost; therefore, the exact dimensions
of this setup are not available.
The velocity and the Mach number were determined
from a tunnel calibration based on measurements of the
total pressure in the large section of the tunnel ahead
of the entrance cone and on measurements of the static
pressure at the wall near the exit of the entrance eone_
In order to check the velocity measured in this manner,
pitot-static tubes were installed at the top and bottom
of the jet just downstream of the exit of the entrance
cone° These tubes gave a qualitative indication of the
jet-boundary interference effects. When the velocities
measured by these tubes were appreciably different from
the velocity indicated by the entrance-cone pressure
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eallbration, it was usually found that the interference
effects were so large that they appreciably altered the
aerodynamic characteristics of the test models. No _at_
were taken when this condition existed.
EFFECT OF REYNOLDSNID_BERAND AIR-STREAM BOUNDARIES
Experimental methods.- In the study of Reynolds
mumber effects at high speed, preliminary tests were
made first on cylinders and spheres of various dimensions
(reference 2). An analogous series of preliminary tests
was then made for airfoils. Models of airfoils of con-
stant profile but of varying chord were tested.
For the study of the effect of the air-stream
boundaries, tests were made with varying ratio of model
chord to tunnel height over a range of Mach numbers.
The ratios used were: 0.0755, 0.09_2, 0.113, and 0.151.
The Reynolds number at each Mach number was held approxi-
mately constant by varying the density.
Test models.- A profile was chosen having an arc
for the upper surface and a straight line for the lower
surface because this profile could be exactly reproduced
_n various sizes. The _ooer surface could be made by
use of a lathe and the lower surface could be formed by
use of a shaper. The leading edge and the trailing edge
were sharp. The maximum thickness chosen was 8 percent_
and the profile was designated C-8 (fig. 2). Four models
were constructed with such a profile; three with chords
of 1.575, 1.969, and 2.362 inches (_, 5, and 6 cm) for
force tests and one with a chord of 3.15 inches (8 cm)
for determining the pressure distribution along the pro-
file.
Tests and results.- At Mach numbers of 0._, 0.5,
0.6, 0.7, 0._, and 0.9, the lift coefficient, the drag
coefficient, and the pitching-moment coefficient about
the quarter-chord point of the airfoil were determined
for the three profiles having chords of 1.575, 1.969,
and 2.362 inches. All the models were tested at two
Reynolds numbers: approximately 250,000 and 480,000.
The model with the 1.575-inch chord was also tested at a
Reynolds number of 150,000. For the profile having a
chord of 5.15 inches, pressure readings were made at
angles of attack between -5.5 ° and 4.5 ° for Mach numbers
m_.._
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of approximately 0.7, 0.8, and 0. 9 . Values of lift and
of oitching moment were obtained from the pressure distri-
butions. Force-test results are shown in figures 3 to 8.
In figures 9 to Ii the results of pressure measurements
are presented. Figt_re 12 shows the results obtained from
integration of the pressure diagrams compared with the
results obtained by use of the balance.
Reynolds number effects.- The results of the pre-
liminary tests of cylin'ders and spheres showed that for
the range of Reynolds numbers covered in the tests the
effect of Reynolds number decreased as the velocity
increased. At N.ach numbers close to 1.0 there was vir-
tually no Reynolds number effect. In the airfoil tests
the _r_portance of Reynolds number was considerable at
low Mach nmmbers and the effect of Reynolds number was
noted up to the critical _{ach numbers at which the phe-
nomenon of shock began to appear (figs. 3 to 6). For
supercritical Mach numbers, the effect of Reynolds n_mber
became less until it virtually disappeared for Mach num-
bers verst near !.0 In this range the formation of shock
waves seems to control the aerodynamic p_enomena and the
development of the boundary layer. Th_boundary-layer
thickness probably depends to a large extent on the angle
of deviation of the air as it passes through the shock
wave. The friction drag is a reduced oart of the total
drag and, therefore, the Reynolds number effect is small.
The Reynolds number, however, could have an effect on
the characteristics of the shock wave itself through its
action on the boundary layer, but such an effect is not
indicated. In general, these airfoil test results con-
firmed the results of the sphere tests. Large-scale
tunnel tests made at the Deutsche Versuchsanstalt fur
Luftfahrt (the DVL) in Germany and flight tests made at
various times showed s_nilar results.
Effect of air-stream boundaries.- The jet-boundary
effects for the ratios of chord to jet height of 0.0755
to 0.113 covered in these tests appear to be negligible.
Essentially equivalent results were obtained at a given
Reynolds number for all values of the ratios employed
in the tests. For a larger jet-boundary effect, a test
was made of the model with a chord of 3.15 inches for
which the ratio of the chord of the model to the height
of the air stream (O.151) is twice that normally used in
the tests. From the results of integration (fig. 12)
the values obtained for CL and Cmc/4 are seen to
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coincide at high Mach numbers with the values found by
the force tests. This agreement indicates that the
boundaries of the air stream orobably did not interfere
appreciably with the distribution of the pressures. For
a Mach n_ber of 0.9_ the effect of the air-stream
boundaries is important for the model of 3.15-inch chord
but is not imoortant for the models of 1.575- and
1.969-inch chord. For higher Mach numbers the boundaries
also affected the results obtained with the two smaller
models.
It is interesting to note that the phenomenon of
choking of the air stre_q, which occurs in closed-throat
wind tunnels at high speeds (reference 3). did not occur
in the tunnel in _hich the present tests _Jere made. For
ex_mole, for model C-S, which had a chord of 3.15 inches,
it is estimated that choking in a closed-throat tunnel
would occur at a }_ach number of 0.88 or lower. The
choking _v_achn_ber for the 2.352-inch-chord model is
estimated to be o°q0 or lower. These choking _ach num-
bers _vere calculated from one-dimensional theory for the
zero-lift condition. They are therefore somewhat higher
than the choking t_ach n_mbers that would actually be
obtained, esoecially for angles of attack other than that
for zero lift. In the present tests it was possible to
obtain data for these models at Mach n_±mbers as high
as 0.9)¢, and the results of the jet-boundary-effect tests
indicate that the data are essentially free from tunnel-
wall effects at this Mach n_mber.
EFFECT OF HU}._IDITY AND CONDENSATION
The air becomes very cold in the expansion that
occurs in the tunnel at high speeds (_. =_._eprocess is
very nearly a@iabatic.) Total condensation may occur in
the whole jet at high speeds if the dew moint is passed.
Even if condensation does not occur in the jet, there is
a oossibility of its occurriny= in the low pressure
regions over the test model whGre an additional expansion
and temperature drop occur. Very low local temperatures,
which are usually smaller than the local dew point, are
found at high subsonic speeds; local condensation there-
fore could occur and coul@ produce a "condensation shock"
or a localized region in which condensation occurs.
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Condensation complicates and modifies the flow over
the body because it alters the values of the temperature,
the pressure, and the speed in the air stream and, hence,
modifies the values of the resultant aerodynamic forces.
A complete examination of the effects of the phenomenon
of condensation shock is very complicated. The variables
involved include the value of the local humidity, the
speed of the condensation, the possibility of the exist-
ence of supersaturated air, and the scale of the model.
The condensation process is not instantaneous but
requires a finite time and its beginning may depend on
such factors as the nuclei of condensation. (The super-
saturated air may sometimes exist for a time at a tem-
perature much lower than the critical.) If the tests are
made at small scale, the air can pass through the low
temperature region in so short a time that appreciable
condensation does not occur. Condensation is therefore
less likely to occur in small-scale tests than in large-
scale tests. In flight, for example, when appreciable
relative humidity is present, condensation normally
occurs and is easily seen on propellers and wings in
high-speed dives. Since the characteristics of the con-
densation vary with scale, it would appear to be practi-
cally impossible to simulate full-scale conditions in
tests in which small models are employed. The problem is
further complicated because the degrees of supersaturation
existing in the tests in a wind tunnel may be different
from in flight and the beginning of the condensation
depends on certain variable conditions of the air. The
condensation characteristics of different wind tunnels,
even with the same setup_ have in several instances been
noted to be widely different. In the subsonic tunnel of
the Aerodynamische Versuchsanstalt (the AVA) at Gottingen,
for example, it is normally necessary to dry the air
before it converges in the test section to prevent con-
densation; however, in the Langley 24-inch high-sp_ed
tunnel, which has a comparable entrance-cone shape and
which operates under similar conditions, it is not nec-
essary to dry the air, and complete condensation seldom
occurs for relative humidities below 60 percent.
All the test data obtained up to the present time
tend to indicate that even for large-scale mo0els the
effects of humidity are of secondary importance provided
that the percentage of humidity is low. In the Guldonia
high-speed tunnel previously described, it was very dif-
ficult to study humidity effects because of an automatic
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drying up of the air which took place. A small quantity
of water was removed from the tunnel air by the pump which
was used to evacuate the tunnel to the low initial pres-
sure. The condensation that occurred when the tunnel was
started was believed to cause water to collect behind the
test section and to adhere to the tunnel walls. As a
result of this automatic water removal, fog did not occur
in the test section even at supersonic velocities and no
air-drying equipment was necessary. Because the hmnidity
became less during the progress of a test in this tunnel,
it was impossible to give precise results as to the effect
of humidity, but the general indication of the data that
have been obtained was that the humidity effects were not
appreciable, at least not for the small-scale models
tested.
Tests to studyothe effects of humidity have been
conducted in the 8.(<o6-foot high-speed tunnel of the DVL
in Germany using an NAC_ 001]-64 airfoil section with
a 1.6_-foot chord. In this wind tunnel the amount of
condensation existing in the test section can be con-
trolled by varying the cooling of the tunnel and thus
regulating the temperature of the air in the test section.
For very high values of relative hm_idity, it is necessary
to eliminate the cooling entirely in order to raise the
temnerature enough to avoid condensation. The results of
the humidity-effect investigation in the DVL tunnel dem-
onstrated that, even for the relatively large-scale model
em_!oyed, the humidity effects were of secondary hnpor-
tance when the relative humidity was small.
In order to indicate the conditions under which con-
densation might occur in flight, figure 13 is presented
showing the local Nach number as a function of the flight
Mach n_mber for which the conditions required for satura-
tion are reached. (Adiabatic expansion of the air from
its static condition to the conditions corresoonding to
local Nach number is assumed.) Also shown in figure 13
are the values of maximum local Mach number that are
attained locally on two typical airfoils. The data cal-
culated for the NACA 2_015 airfoil (unpublished) were
obtained from tests made in the Langley 2_-inch high-
speed tunnel. The data for the NACA 0015-64 airfoil were
obtained from the DVL tests mentioned previously. Fig-
ure i_ indicates that, even for very low values of the
relative humidity, local _,_ach numbers are obtained at
which condensation is oossible when the flight Mach num-
ber is 0.6 or greater.
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The discussion in the preceding paragraphs has shown
that humidity effects are likely to be most pronounced
under large-scale conditions. Systematic tests to deter-
mine humidity effects could best be made in a large-scale
wind tunnel in which the temperature of the circulating
air could be varied by regulating the cooling. The tests
in such a wind tunnel could be made at various periods in
order to cover a wide range of relative humidities. Fig-
ure 14 has been prepared to indicate the conditions for
saturation in the test section of a wind tunnel for timree
values of relative humidity and for various temperatures
of the air in the entrance cone of the wind tunnel where
the airspeed is low. Also shown in figure l_ is a com-
oarison of the maximum local _ach numbers of the NACA 23015
and 0015-64 airfoils as functions of the stream Mach num-
ber to determine at what Mach nttmber the conditions for
saturation are locally reached. The figure shows that,
for high relative humidity, it is necessary to have a
high temperature of the tunnel air stream in order to
eliminate condensation in the test section. It is also
shown that, even if condensation is eliminated in the
test section, the necessary conditions for the formation
of local condensation over the test model will normally
be attained.
COr_PARISON OF TEST RESULTS FROM VARIOUS
WIND TI_NNELS AND FROM FLIGHT
Airfoil tests.- For a thorough examination of the
accuracy and significance of the test results obtained
in a given wind tunnel, it is essential that the results
be compared with those obtained in other wind tunnels
and in free flight on models of similar orofile. As a
step in this direction, tests were conducted on the
NACA 0015-64 airfoil in both the Guidonia 1.31- by
1.7_-foot rectangular high-speed tunnel and in the
DVL 8 _.oo-_oot-diameter high-speed tunnel, which has
closed circular walls. The model used had a rectangular
plan form enclosed between two end olates. The chord of
the model was 1.638 feet _5_ cm), the span was L_.5 feet,and the end plates were 2 by I_3.2 inches. The ratio
of the model chord to the tunnel diamc_ter was 0.185.
With this setup, the choking }_ach nt_ber was about 0.86,
which is considerably higher than the choking Mach number
that would have been obtained with the model completely
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spanning the tunnel jet. The data obtained in these
tests consisted of pressure distributions and wake sur-
veys o
The test conditions were adjusted to produce an
eq_livalent relative h_midity of the air of 20 percent at
sea level. The Reynolds number varied with the _ach num-
ber from about 5,$00,000 to 6,400,000 in the high-speed
range of the tests.
The model tested at Guidonia had the same profile
but was of much smaller scale, the model chord being
1.575 inches (!$ ca) and the ratio of model chord to tun-
nel depth being 0.0755 . The relative h_umidity in the
Guidonia tests was always very low. The Reynolds num-
bers were, of course, very much lower than those of the
DVL tests and varied around a value of about 500,000.
Force measurements of lift, drag, and moment were made
in the G_idonia tests, pressure-distribution and wake-
drag measurements were made in the DVL tests. The
results obtained are compared in figures 15 to !7.
Figure !_ shows pressure-@istribution measurements made
at the DVL for one angle of attack, _ = -0.25o° It may
be rioted that the results from the two tunnels are at
variance, especially at high speeds. This lack of agree-
ment indicates that the testing technique and the pro-
portions of the t_sting system are of great importance
in high-speed wind-tunnel work.
The differences in the drag-coefficient values at
low Mach numbers are orobably due to the difference in
Reynolds numbers. The largest differences between the
results from the two tunnels are in the drag and pitching-
moment coefficients at high _._ach numbers. The abrupt
changes in the coefficients from the DVL tests at Nach
ntumbers in the vicinity of 0.$ are probably associated
with the phenomenon of choking, and the results obtained
in this range are therefore considered extremely ques-
tionable. Because of the much smaller relative size of
the model in the Guidonia tests and also because of the
fact that the jet was not restrained by top and bottom
walls, similar effects did not occur. Further tests were
made at the DVL tunnel of a smaller model of the same
profile having a chord of i.i4_ feet, the model-chord to
tunnel-diameter ratio being 0.13. The results obtained
with the smaller model are shown in figure 16. It will
be noted that the rate of drag rise past the critical
speed is appreciably less than with the larger model and
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thus is in better agreement with the results of the
Guidonia tests.
Free-flight tests were in the general research pro-
gram at Guidonia, but they were interrupted by the war.
The few flight tests made, however, indicated that the
drag-coefficient curves had about the same slopes at
suoercritical speeds as were obtained in the Guidonia
wind-tunnel tests.
Bomb tests.- Additional comparisons between high-
speed-=÷71}Td--_el and flight data were obtained in tests
of an airplane bomb of conventional shape. The approxi-
mate shape of the bomb is indicated in figures 19 and 20,
which show the results of the tests. The bomb was
launched in flight at an altitude of Dr,300 feet and
its trajectory as a function of time was recorded with a
phototheodolite. The speed, the Mach n_mber, the accel-
eration, and the drag coefficient were obtained from the
trajectory data. A one-third scale model of this bomb
was tested in the DVL cooh _ _ _-_
._-_o -_m_rleter high-speed tun-
nel (the ratio of bomb diameter to tunnel diameter
was 0.0L155, much lower than that normally used). A one-
tenth scale model of the same bomb was tested in the
Guidonia 1.51- by 1.7_-foot rectangular high-speed tun-
nel using a ratio of model diameter to air-stres_m height
of about 0.0714. Similar tests were made in a wind tun-
nel at the AVA in G_ttingen, which has a partly free air
stream similar to that at Guidonia but 47 inches high.
The size of the model used in these tests is not known,
but it is believed that the ratio of model dia_neter to
tunnel air-stres_m height was considerably higher than
that used in the tests in the other wind tunnels. The
results shown in figure 19 indicate reasonably good
agreement in the form of the drag curves obtained. As
might be expected, however, the drag-coefficient values
obtained at very high _lach numbers in the closed DVL tun-
nel are higher than those found at Guidonia in the
relatively unrestricted jet. The results obtained in a
subsequent launching of the bomb, with reinforcements to
the tail structure, in flight tests at the DVL are shown
in figure 20.
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CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions were drawn from the investi-
gation of the effects of Reynolds number, air-stream
boundaries, and humidity in tests of airfoils at high
speeds:
I. It has been shown that the ratio of tu:cnel height
to model size, the form of the test section, and the
testing tecD_ique have a very great bearing on the
results obtained at subsonic Mach numbers above 0. 7 .
2. Reynolds number effects were of secondary impor-
tance at very high Mach numbers for the range investi-
gated.
3. In the absence of suitable correcti6n factors,
the only safe experimental technique consists in keeping
the scale of the model small enough so that the correc-
tions required are negligible.
Ir n• _ a closed air stre_m_ the model must be small
enough that the highest desired test Mach number is below
the choking _ach nttmber of the tunnel, at which the
effects of the tunnel walls on the flow over the model
become extremely large.
5. By use of a jet which is not restrained by top
and bottom walls the maximum _ach number that can be _sed
for a given value of the ratio of jet height to model
chord is appreciably higher than the value that can be
obtained in a closed jet.
6. The considerations of condensation phenomena that
have been discussed have brought out the fact that the
conditions under which condensation occurs depend on many
variables and that only with great difficulty could
flight conditions be simulated in wind-tunn61 tests in
which small-scale models are used. Wind-tunnel tests
should be conducted with low values of the relative
htLmidity, because under such conditions the effects of
condensation are known to be negligibly small.
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pacT, ther, ofere, ,__n opc..lO=, s device vms ('o,_,__,. ..... _..-;_ :., .... t
per:,,J_':ted r],ccn o.... ._,_-,_, wLth, extrm;_e n.zec]_si_n the _ "'
seci:_.or: of etch model (:n tl {/i_e-R 617,: J.z]oz'easod sct:-Le. 3br-
each model tv.,o end sect¢ o:.ns w.: _=> -o,'-o"bo<"ran;'_d snd _-_
tsr_e _a_-eYi-l.e v:as nro 4_*_ on bTno bh.':)tc:,':csph to or'ovido
the c-_es_4i_e 'q P(,'_,n&_iSO_ n:'oavs.9 "_ -''_. _.. < ,.-,e,'_i"_;f_,_,-'{'l S <,',"ePe 0011-
<<,, machine, _ ,,._ .= ._, __-!ape .................
the model snan., .,_:]. " _"ct wa _- oc)r_ir:ued 7-'-r o_'_e:'ir_t00sit'('::_<,_ct _ ...... .y ....
" _ end ' ° o I8 ,:.rs v_cr] fi_ed %hat(]}:g.V,;l _rr° of t:._e tyro S@O-:3!ons
.... CD_
_.e ,_-',_"_'aT_ce,_,,-;as adc, qu.ntely _<.,,,__. _--_r_ol.-,servi._:_. ,. 8ne tan-
sontial illtm:inated surface - -_,:,_ r.ea ÷ -,_,a;plficst_on.
Figure 21 shows the specified r:hapes of the l?refLles
tested, In figure 22 the actu.a]_ shapes of the mrc, iiles
• .,. _. _. _ ,.-'._ .=,_ S C _-,-_,,tosted are compared, wxth tha speci _: -:] '_........ • In "" :"
t.i=,, the differenr-_ .etween the sct'aa! sud the specified
pro__l_s may be clea;'i7 seen_ <,ne or,.ginate s,_le used in
fi_.ure 22 hss been en]argedo TeOle I shov,s the ordinates
of the prefiles tested.
All the tests wc-e oerformed at an approximately
constant Reynolds m_mber varying in the r_nge-_ from 3[I.C,O00
to '_20,0OO. The density, and conseq_.ently the Reynolds
b_nm_ber, had to be kept low for the t runner sirfoils in
order to prevent excessive loads.
AIRFOILS T3STED
he profiles ![stea in the following table, wer_
tested:
.i._ zoi! ....ie,_ _, .,..,e-6
I'5 !
1
5
5 '
.Y
5
5
.2
5
R
J
i
6 _
6
6
Ai rfo .".I
•,_~ P_,7Ci,:.,=UA _, _../
_!,t _'A ph n_
NACA 2_12
U. Sol]of,S0 i
(k _e,_....-_,nt thick)
U°S.NoPoS_ 2
(8 percent tlJck)
r_ S.'_ P S
(I0 percent tliick)
(6 percent thick)
_""_ ' O006T
i,mcA 25o9
[} (9 percent thick)
_'.Lh,639
&
' 6
I
6
I
6
7
7
7
7
6
6
(_)
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EESULTS
In figures 23 to _6 the results of the tests of the
24 airfoils are shown in the form of the usual coeffi-
cients: CL and CD are plotted against the test _,_ach
number at the same angles of attack, and Cmo/_ is
plotted against the Mach number at values of CL corre-
sponding to the given angles of attack. Figures !$7 to 70
show 6, CD, and C_c/_ plotted against the corre-
sponding CL for each airfoil st the same .t_a_h n_mberSo
In figure 71 the angle of zero lift is plotted against
_.' fo_ presentative airfoils of the group.Mach n_._oer . re
Figure 72 o_iv'_s_the ma_imum lift-drag ratio fL/D)max,
a for (L/D)max, and C L for (L/D)ma x as functions
of _,_ach m_%er for all the airfoils tested° Fisures 73
and 7_ present CDmin and (L/D)ma x as functions of the
maximum percentage thickness for all the airfoils at
various _,_ach numbers, and figures 75 and 76 show CDmin
and (L/D)ma x plotted against _iach m_mber for several
groups of airfoils having the same maxim'_ thickness.
It can be observed from the test results that_
The lift-coefficient curve as a function of Mach
number presents a maximum and later a minim_ value.
The Mach numbers at these values can be defined as the
first and the second critical Mach mmlbers for the lift.
The _ach number at which the drag-coefficient curve
_.bruptly bends upward is defined herein as the critical
Each number for the drag° It will be noted that the
critical Mach nu_bers as defined herein are different
for the lift and for the drag data. The critical Nach
numbers used, furthermore, do not necessarily correspond
to the stream _ach number at which local sonic velocity
s re ached.
The rate of drag rise past the critical .....h nu_r_.bcr
ncreases as the lift coefficient, the an_me of attack,
and the thickness ratio are increased.
The first critical Mach nu_nber for CL and the
critical Mach number for CD for each airfoil is lowered
with the increase in angle of attack.
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For each series of airfoils at the same angles of
attack, these critical Mach numbers decrease as the
thickness increases.
The critical Nach numbers at the same thickness and
the same angle of attack are much lower for the cambered
profiles than for the symmetrical profiles tested at the
same angle of attack° At equal thickness and equal
camber, the critical Mach numbers are higher where the
maxim_umthickness was at the _O-percent-chord station
than where it was at the 30-percent-chord station.
Above the critical Mach nu_bers, the drag increases
and the lift decreases very rapidly_ for a profile v_ith
a larger thickness and sharper curvature, the increase
in drag and the decrease in lift is sharper.
These general phenomena agree with results of other
laboratories. (See, for example_ reference 4. )
Lift°-At subsonic _lach numbers the increase in lift
coefficient with Mach number follows approximately the
theoretical relation i _ ., esp,_cla±ly for the low
- M2
thiclcle_s ratios.. After the first critical ?__ach nu__ber
is re__, the lift coefficient decreases verv_ ra_)idly
until it _eaches a minimum at the second critical I_(ach
n_._n_berwhen it again starts to increase. This second
critical _,'?achnumber is lowered with the decrease in the
first erotica! Mach number. Airfoils with larger camber
ha@ _reater decreases in lifto For these airfoils,
gener_!ly, the angle of attack for zero lift changed
greatly and tended toward positive values (fig° 71). At
the highest test i_(sch numbers all the _dngs f_ctioned
in a msauner very similar to s_.metrice! profiles. This
phenomenon agrees _ith the fact _....t the value of the
angle of zero lift for an uns_ar_nst_ical profile changes
sign and becomes considerably reduced in magnitude in
passing from a subsonic to a suoGrsonic velocity.
The lift-curve slope dCL/da increases up to the
first critical Mach nur._ber after vJhich there is a con-
siderabie decrease up to the second critical Mach nut,bet.
(See figs. _17 to 70.) The second critical _ach number
is grec_tly affecte@ by the value of the maximum per-
conta_o thickness. For the lo_er thicknesses tested,
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the .__.__ c .... cal _._=ul-number was reache :_ only at _he_•
_ay_imu_... speed of the test.
_'.{oment.- The curve of pitching-moment coefficient
against Mach number has a f_irly regular form (figs. 33
to !$6). Generally, the value of Cmc/_, remains constant
/'I
up to the first critice! Mach n___,ber and then ten@s to
decrease. For the larger thickness ratios there is an
increase in _mc/L. at the firs_ critical _,_sch number,
and it appears that the center of pressure moves forv,,ard.
Z]oen the Mach number is increased beyond the critical
value, Cmc/1, decreases _antil it re_ches a minimum and.
th_n te_/Lct.s to ilq_e=._e
The center of pressure _oves appreciably at low
values, of CT, for profiles of l&rge _ '_ _ _i1!Oer. l_or s_/-_-
metrical profiles the variations of Creep, at low values
of _
_, are small, especially if the mazimum thickness
is about !$0 percent of the chord.
D__r_s5and lift-drag ratio.- The value of (L/D)ma x
decreased rapidly beyond the first critical _sch number
foi _ the lift and continued to decrease until the second
critical },{ach number was reached. It then vs.rted very
slowly v,'ith further increase in Math n_ur,ber (f-,:,._j72)
The larger thicknesses suffer more pronounced relative
changes in (L/D)ma x. The angle of attack and the lift
coefficient co_.re_pon_,in_ to the (L,/D)ma x (fig. 72)
decrease as far as the second critical point and then
begin to increase rapidly. The variaticns are appreciably
influenced by the value of maximum thickness ratio and
by the mean cancer.
In order to emphasize the importance of maximum per-
centage thickness on the values of CDm±n and (L/D)max,
figures 75 and 74 were prepared to show the values of
these lectors as e f_._ction of ms_{imum oercenta_e thickness
at constant _,_ach n_u_,?_er f_r _ " :_esee_.n series considered_ '_
figures sho_,_,that t....effect cf _he maximum _,,_r_e,.t___ r,_,
thickness beccmes greater as the i<ach number increases
for all profiles tested. For ?<ach numbers around O.8,
the effects of thickness ratio are very large. At low
test speeds, ,for exa'mple, when the maximtum thickness is
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varied from 6 to 12 percent, CDmin increases about
30 percent; at Mach numbers around 0.8 or greater, the
increase becomes 200 to _O0 percent, The ratio
of the values of (L/D)ma x for the NACA 0006-34 airfoil
to those for the NACA 0012-34 airfoil changes from
about 1.18 at a Mach number of 0.65 to 4.5 at a Mach
number of 0.85 and to 2.2 at a Mach number of 0.94. It
is also interesting to compare the aerodynamic character-
istics of various profiles at equal maximum percentage
thicknesses. (See figs. 75 and 76 .)
The larger increments in CDmin occur for the pro-
files with larger camber, for which the critical Mach
number is lower. With increase in the value of the maxi-
mum percentage thickness, the value of dCDmin/dM
increases and even at very high Mach numbers this differ-
ence 0etween various profiles is considerable.
T_e profile shape has considerable effect on (L/D)ma x
(fig. 76); the unsy_metrical profiles have larger (L/D)ma x
values at low Nach numbers. At higher speeds, the symmet-
rical profiles with the maximum thickness at about _i0 per-
cent of the chord had higher efficiencies than those with
the maximum thickness at 30 percent of the chord. The
difference between the various profile types is consid-
erable for low _ach numbers; however, it decreases with
increase in Mach number and is small for Mach numbers
around O. 94.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions may be drawn from the
results obtained from tests of 24 small-scale airfoils
in the Guidonia high-speed tunnel:
I. At subsonic _iach numbers both the profile shape
and the thickness ratio had a large effect on the minimum
drag coefficient.
2_ Reducing the thickness ratio, moving the point
cf maxim_um thickness from 30 to _O percent of the chord,
and reducing the camber all tended to increase the
critical Mach number.
L
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3. A_l_foL!s of large percentage thickness should not
be use@ at high }Yach ru_rbers because of the radical
a,mverse c_naeo in their characteristics at supercritica!
speeds.
]!. _en the critical speed _'as e_ceeded, the drag
coefficients Lncreased rapidly. Abrupt decreases in lift
,,_omenu occurred at some'¢:hat higher criticaland changes in - '
_ach numbers.
T__e ft coeffi_!ent continue@ to decrees = as the
t....first critical _ach n_%erspeed was adv'_nced be_c._d _
until a secon_ criticE_! _-?uch n_nber ,_ras reach3d, beyond
v;h_.ch th,_ lift coefficient inareasg_ in vr_l_e.
6 At v_ high _ _' _och n_bers theuo_ critic,_l
thi_ness ratio is the domin_t_n_ variable, the ar_g
coefficient being ai_most directly proportional to the
thickness at a _sch number of 0.94.
_uv,sory ttee or Aeronautics
Langldy ._.Cemor!a! Ae -, _ *"ro_.am_cal Laboratory
Langley Field, _.-a.
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